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Bimetal Thermometer 

The China Ningdian® bimetal thermometer 

combines two metals with different linear 

expansion coefficients, and one end is fixed. 

When the temperature changes, the thermal 

expansion of the two metals is different, which 

drives the pointer to deflect to indicate the 

temperature. The temperature measurement 

range is -80~500C, which is suitable for 

temperature measurement when the industrial 

precision is not high. As a temperature sensing 

element, bimetal thermometer can also be used for automatic temperature control. 

 

Product Description 

The high quality bimetal thermometer made in China uses a threaded thermal bimetallic sheet as 

a temperature sensing device, and installs it in a protective sleeve. One end is fixed, called the fixed 

end, and the other end is connected to a thin shaft, called free end. A pointer is mounted on the free 

end spool.  

 

When the temperature changes, the free end of the temperature sensing device rotates accordingly, 

which drives the pointer on the thin shaft to change the angle and indicates the corresponding 

temperature on the dial. 

 

The Ningdian® Bimetal Thermometers are reliable and accurate temperature sensors requiring 

no electricity or wiring. Back Connect bimetal Thermometers are ideal for local, eye-level 

temperature readings in most process applications. They can be recalibrated with a turn of the 

calibration screw on the back of the dial. A variety of options are available for your specific process 

needs. 
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Bimetal Thermometer Standard Features(Bottom Connection ) 

Case: 304 Stainless Steel 

Dial: Heavy gauge aluminum with white matte finish 

Shell: Fully glass standard ,Lexan, acrylic and shatterproof available 

Stem: 
304 stainless steel ,as well as 316 stainless steel welded at tip and case 

connection 

Temperature 

Range : 

-40~60℃, -20~60℃, 0~120℃, 0~150℃, 0~200℃, 0~300℃, 0~400℃, 

0~500℃, 50~300℃/-40~160℉,0~100℉, 0~220℉, 20~240℉, 25~125

℉, 50~400℉, 50~500℉, 50~600℉, 50~750℉ 

Accuracy: ±1.5% 

Pointer: adjustable ,balanced aluminum with black or red finish 

Screw: 304 Stainless Steel 

 

Type 
Size 

Diameter 

D 

(mm) 

A 

(mm) 

B 

(mm) 

  

C 

(mm) 
  G 

 d 

(mm) 

BY205 2.5”/63mm Ф 68 19  47 25 1/4”NPT 

1/2”NPT 

3/4”NPT 

1/4”BSP 

1/2”BSP 

3/4”BSP 

  

Ф 6.3 

BY206 3”/75mm Ф 83  19 47 25 Ф 6.3 

BY207 4”/100mm Ф 118  19  50 25 Ф 6.3 

BY208 5”/127mm Ф 128  19 50 25 Ф 6.3 

BY209 6”/152mm Ф 160 19 50 25 Ф 6.3 

The ‘L’can be made according to the customer’s demands and the ‘d’can be 

changded toФ 8, Ф 10 

  

Industry Bimetal Thermometers Standard Features(Back Connection ) 

Case: 304 Stainless Steel 

Dial: Heavy gauge aluminum with white matte finish 

Shell: Fully glass standard ,Lexan, acrylic and shatterproof available 

Stem: 
304 stainless steel ,as well as 316 stainless steel welded at tip and case 

connection 

Temperature 

Range : 

-40~60℃, -20~60℃, 0~120℃, 0~150℃, 0~200℃, 0~300℃, 0~400℃, 

0~500℃, 50~300℃/-40~160℉,0~100℉, 0~220℉, 20~240℉, 25~125

℉, 50~400℉, 50~500℉, 50~600℉, 50~750℉ 

Accuracy: ±1.5% 

Pointer: adjustable ,balanced aluminum with black or red finish 

Screw: 304 Stainless Steel 
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Type 
Size 

Diameter 

D 

(mm) 

A 

(mm) 

C 

(mm) 
  G 

 d 

(mm) 

BY211 2.5”/63mm Ф 68 19  25 1/4”NPT 

1/2”NPT 

3/4”NPT 

1/4”BSP 

1/2”BSP 

3/4”BSP 

  

Ф 6.3 

BY212 3”/75mm Ф 83  19  25 Ф 6.3 

BY213 4”/100mm Ф 118  19  25 Ф 6.3 

BY214 5”/127mm Ф 128  19 25 Ф 6.3 

BY215 6”/152mm Ф 160 19 25 Ф 6.3 

(1)The ‘L’can be made according to the customer’s demands and the ‘d’can be 

changded toФ 8, Ф 10 

(2) Dial design can be changed with indication for barbecue 

  

 


